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New Delhi,
There is a
deep
mistrust
among
citizens with
pathology
labs and
people feel
there is a
strong need
to address

the doctor-pathology lab nexus.

These are the findings of a survey by Local Circles which
found that 35 per cent of citizens do not trust the pathology
lab they use and want the government to cancel their licenses
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Pathology labs mistrusted, need to
break doc-lab nexus: Survey
There is a deep mistrust among citizens with pathology labs and people feel there is a
strong need to address the doctor-pathology lab nexus.
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if they are found incentivising doctors.

As per the survey, 66 per cent say their doctor has suggested
a specific pathology lab for getting medical tests done and 34
per cent say they have received wrong pathology reports.

The survey highlights the mistrust that citizens have with
pathology labs and how, according to people, there is a
strong need to address the doctor-pathology lab nexus on the
ground through the formation of clear consumer protection
rules and then driving enforcement of these rules via the local
Health and Consumer Affairs Departments. 

LocalCircles will be writing to the various stakeholder
departments of the government urging them to act on this
issue.

Many small pathology labs have mushroomed across the
country in the last decade. Over the last 24 months, citizens
have been raising the need for better regulation of pathology
labs on LocalCircles, it said.

After the Consumer Protection Act 2019 was cleared in
Parliament, consumers have been requesting that rules be
made in the healthcare sector and within healthcare,
functioning of pathology labs has been a top area of citizens'
concern, just after functioning of hospitals.

To get a collective citizen pulse on this issue, LocalCircles
conducted a 6-point survey which received more than 48,000
responses from over 22,000 unique citizens located in 215
districts of India. Approximately 37 per cent of the
respondents were women, while 41 per cent of the
participants were from Metro/Tier 1 cities, 37 per cent from
Tier 2 cities and 22 per cent were from Tier 3 and rural
locations.
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To the first question about how much do citizens trust the
pathology lab that they generally use for getting medical tests
done, only 17 per cent said they fully trust them while 48 per
cent said they had a high level of trust but still stay vigilant. 28
per cent said they had a low level of trust and therefore they
stay vigilant, while 7 per cent said they had very low or no
trust in them.

The next question asked people if the doctors they have
visited for themselves or their family over the last one year
tended to suggest that they use a specific pathology lab for
getting medical tests done. To this, 33 per cent said most of
the doctors did it while 33 per cent said some of them did it.
Only 29 per cent said none of the doctors indulged in this
behaviour.

Asked how many cases they had in the last three years
where the pathology reports for them or their family member
was wrong, 34 per cent said it had never happened with them
while 30 per cent said it had happened up to three times and
4 per cent said it had happened with them more than 3 times.
32 per cent were unsure about it.

With many consumers reporting that their doctor asks them to
get general tests like blood count, urine test, LFT, KFT etc
done quite often, even if there might not have been a need for
it, the next question was how many times in the last three
years did they feel that their doctor ordered more tests than
were actually necessary. 

To this, 35 per cent said never, 31 per cent said one to three
times, 19 per cent said more than three times and 15 per cent
said they were unsure.

Recently, an audio clip of a doctor talking to a path lab
representative went viral on social media, where they were
talking about the commission on prescribed tests and
generating false reports.

Then, "sink tests" have become quite common nowadays
where a lab takes a sample only to throw it in a sink and
generate a false report, causing much distress among the
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patients.

The penultimate question asked if pathology labs should lose
their certification license if found incentivising/commissioning
doctors to prescribe medical tests and 92 per cent said 'yes'
while only 2 per cent said 'no'.

Many of us have heard stories of how the remuneration of
doctors in hospitals is linked to the amount of business they
get for the hospital. This leads to doctors prescribing
unnecessary tests and keeping the patients in hospitals for a
longer time than actually required.

Thus, to the final question, 89 per cent said that doctors'
earning in a hospital should not be related to the tests they
refer to its lab and only 9 per cent disagreed.

--IANS
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Indian scientists' low-cost technique
uses cell shape to diagnose
diseases
G K Ananthasuresh from IISc-Bangalore, and his former student Sreenath
Balakrishanan, who now works at the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Goa,
developed a method to predict a cell's biochemistry just based on the shape of its
nucleus, which hosts the genetic material.
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Rohit Jain
THE GOVERNMENT ITSELF HAS FAILED TO IMPLEMENT
THE VERY PREAMBLE OF THE CLINICAL ESTABLISHMENT
ACT i.e. TO STOP QUACKERY. 

MOREOVER THIS IS TO APPRISE ALL THAT AS PER THE
CLINICAL ESTABLISHMENT AMENDMENT RULES 2018 -
ANY TOM DICK AND HARRY (QUACKS) CAN SIGN LAB
REPORTS IN "BASIC COMPOSITE LABS" WHICH CATER TO
MORE THAN 90% OF THE 1.33 BILLION INDIAN
POPULATION THOUGH SIGNING LAB REPORTS IS A
PRACTICE OF MODERN MEDICINE. The LAB REPORTS ARE
VITAL FOR MAKING 70% TREATMENT DECISIONS
WORLDWIDE.

WE HAVE RAISED THIS ISSUE UNRELENTLESSLY BUT THE
GOVERNMENT IS INSENSITIVE TO IT. INFACT PATHOLOGY
LABS IN INDIA ARE NOT REGISTERED AND THE
GOVERNMENT (CENTRE OR STATE) HAVE NO REAL DATA
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Researchers inch closer to potential
treatment for heart diseases
The study has shown that a protein therapy-recombinant human platelet-derived
growth factor-AB (rhPDGF-AB) can improve the outcomes that follow myocardial
infarction.
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Tumor DNA platform helps in
identifying colorectal cancer
patients: Study
The method which is a non-invasive one has added on to the technological advances
that are used for the analysis of circulating tumour DNA or the ctDNA and can also be
used for spotting colorectal cancer at earlier stages in patients.
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The 'supercells' that cured an
infant's grave genetic illness
A still-experimental type of treatment known as T-cell therapy aims to assist during
this vulnerable period -- the months during which the body is rebuilding its natural
defenses.
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Study finds Google system could
improve breast cancer detection
The study, published in the journal Nature on Wednesday, is the latest to show that
artificial intelligence (AI) has the potential to improve the accuracy of screening for
breast cancer, which affects one in eight women globally.
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New drug reduces knee arthritis
symptoms: Study
According to the researchers, including those from the University of Leeds in the UK,
osteoarthritis of the knee is a painful, disabling condition affecting hundreds of
millions worldwide.
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